
IDCEC  Course Evaluation

Steve Klein Course #40362 Date: Oct. 27, 2011

Scorecard: 5 4 3 2 1

Overall Impression 39 4 0 1 0

Quality of Content 40 3 1 0 0

Presentation 40 3 0 0 1

Comments:

Like the enthusiasm & knowledge of the speaker.  The guitar interlude was refreshing.  Keep including

specific examples of fixtures, products and solutions.  That is great for designers with experience.

Installations photos were great.

Great delivery, handled complex questions with candor and grace and smile.

Kept the mood light & fun while providing a tremendous amount of helpful information

Steve is incredibly knowledgeable-makes difficult subject understandable.  Very interesting & user 

friendly.  No suggestions.

An excellent speaker that uses humor to make a boring subject interesting-as usual a good job!

Valuable info for residential and commercial.  By far the best presentation I've attended.

Please ask all members at future programs to refrain from conversations while speaker is talking. 

Wish more hands on:  Lamps/lights could have been shown .

Very informative & entertaining delivery

Took a very confusing subject and did well presenting it.  Would have liked taking a few incandescent

light bulbs and using the CCT & CRI to explain how to select an LED replacement.

Very enjoyable and entertaining speaker.  He makes learning fun, yet gets the message across.  Very 

informative & up to date.

Wonderful speaker-very informative & keep everyone's attention.

Very interesting speaker!  Somewhat overwhelming but great discussions!

Loved the lighting folk music!  Very interesting speaker!

Entertaining speaker on dry subject

Steve brought interest & entertainment to a subject that is difficult to comprehend- a good speaker!

Loved the songs- Gave information in a fashion I could understand & kept my interest.  Reminded me 

how important lighting is.

Entertaining-Very informative.  Thank You!



Steve Klein cont.

Very knowledgeable, good in answering questions & listening to comments by the audience.  Gave us

a lot of information in a short period of time but that was all very relevant and eye opening on a topic 

that most of us probably are not all as enthusiastic about as Steve is.

Were you in "Princess Bride" ? :)

Maybe too long-

Excellent overall.  Really appreciated the project application segment.

Wonderful entertaining & very informative!

Steve shared his wealth of knowledge with us-shared terms, showed photos, and created a lot of 

audience participation-Everyone in the design fields: residential, commercial, architectural-could leave

the seminar learning much about new codes, new products & techniques.

Very informative, entertaining

Wonderful topic.  Very informative.  Probably too much information for a short session.

Entertaining!  Knows material very well! Nice to see his passion for topic.

Great information on the ever changing and current lighting fixtures and regulations.  Terrific power

point visuals also.

Visuals outstanding!

Add titles to slides so when we look back we know which type of lights we talked about.  Try to dumb

down some of the scientific content.  Sometimes it was hard to grasp.  Really great otherwise!  Covered

so much in so little time and did a great job.  I love the idea of integrating nature into lighting design.

Excellent as always!  Need more time.

Well done.

Loved his sense of humor

Great topic-probably could have had a full day.

your humor is an important part of your presentation-Never knew how much fun learning about lighting

could be!  Never yawned once!:)  Excellent job-extremely informative!

Steve is very intelligent, current & entertaining.  Best CEU I have attended.  Useful and relevant info.

Geared more towards residential-presentation sometimes hard to follow.  Handouts should have larger

images.

Content was good.  Presenter clearly has vast knowledge of lighting however the presentation delivery 

is terrible!  Steve gets off tract to easy, was difficult to follow at times and the handouts so small were

useless.  Not an organized flow to the presentation lessened his credibility.  Oh, and on more thing…

leave your guitar at home!



Steve Klein cont.

Excellent!  Would be beneficial to offer a full day course.

Would have liked more info on LEDs, fiber optics, metal halide- comparisons, costs, etc.

Kept my attention with humor while educating me in all new lighting aspects, fixtures, bulbs, and forms

of lighting, design and colors.

Timing was good for Steve's presentation due to 100W incan. Changes in 2 mos.

Informative as well as entertaining


